
International YoungInternational Young
Entrepreneur TrainingEntrepreneur Training
Entrepreneur Mindset｜ Character｜Attitude｜Career Skillls

Group: age 7-12 ; age 13-17
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AI Talent is an international entrepreneur and
education platform.
We have a presence in Malaysia, Thailand,
Japan, Taiwan, Cambodia, the Philippines, etc. 
AI Talent aims to enable children to learn
through hands-on experience, building an
entrepreneur mindset and character.
We work hand-in-hand with real entrepreneurs
and corporate leaders to explore career
potentials in children.

Providing a safe and
conducive environment
for children

Over 50 projects are coming!Over 50 projects are coming!



Key TrainingKey Training

Certification awarded by
entrepreneurs which promotes
career advantage in the future.

CertificationCertification

Learn with children from different
countries, adaptable to other
cultures and improve
communication skills.

Global ClassroomGlobal Classroom
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Communication

Character

Digital Skills

Management

Mindset

Emotional
intelligence 

Leadership

Data literacy



Golden ages to teach
Age 7 - 12 build and shape characters；
13 - 17 stimulate career potentials.

why?why?

Direct learning with entrepreneurs
Nurture children with an entrepreneurial mindset
and character building

Discover children's hidden potential
Stimulate and uncover children's career potential via
exposure to various industries.

Introduction to various business  industries
Experience and execute real industrial projects from
more than 40 industries
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Assignment
Project brief from 

Entrepreneurs

How does it work?How does it work?
Children will be assigned
projects designed by corporate
leaders and receive regular
guidance. They may earn
certifications or partnership
opportunities at the end of the
project.

ONLINE /
OFFLINE
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Task
Children complete the

tasks with guidance
from facilitators

(one hour a week)

Submission
Children submit their work to 

AI Talent International

Feedback
Regular meetings and feedback

sessions with Entrepreneurs

Announcement
Wrap up with a Moving Forward
Ceremony where  the Children-

Corporate long term business
partnership begins. 



With the right mindset,With the right mindset,
you can change your future.you can change your future.

For further information, 
please contact:




